
A VIEW OF SOCIETY THROUGH SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION

One can think of the sociological perspective as one's own personal choice and how society plays a role in shaping.

There's some truth to that, isn't there? Did some of them get married because their parents arranged it?
Specifically, the sociological imagination involves an individual developing a deep understanding of how their
biography is a result of historical process and occurs within a larger social context. Someone using the
sociological imagination "thinks himself away" from the familiar routines of daily life. Sociology, therefore, is
a discipline of broad scope: Virtually no topicâ€”gender, race, religion, politics, education, health care, drug
abuse, pornography, group behavior, conformityâ€”is taboo for sociological examination and interpretation.
Even your personal situation is broader than your immediate world when you take into consideration your
family members, friends, and school teachers. Before you are through with any piece of work, no matter how
indirectly on occasion, orient it to the central and continuing task of understanding the structure and the drift,
the shaping and the meanings, of your own period, the terrible and magnificent world of human society in the
second half of the twentieth century. This will help you change perspectives on your story and your
connections to society, to institutions, to history. The growing, packaging, distributing, and marketing of
coffee are global enterprises that affect many cultures, social groups, and organizations within those cultures.
Still, the third dimension to a cup of coffee is tied to social and economic relationships. Avoid using
unintelligibility as a means of evading the making of judgments upon societyâ€”and as a means of escaping
your readers' judgments upon your own work. Through the sociological imagination, we can see not only what
is real, but also what could become real should we desire to make it that way. To have a sociological
imagination, a person must be able to pull away from the situation and think from an alternative point of view.
In a search for some sort of familial replacement, suddenly, he's a deviant member of society. In doing this
they lost the ability to morally react to Hitler's command and in turn slaughtered more than 6,, Jews, other
minorities, and disabled persons. Those who teach courses in social problems report using films to teach about
war, to aid students in adopting a global perspective, and to confront issues of race relations. Be one mind that
is on its own confronting the problems of man and society. Does everyone marry strictly for that fairy tale
kind of love? Wright Mills, the sociological imagination is the ability to situate personal troubles and life
trajectories within an informed framework of larger social processes. Know that many personal troubles
cannot be solved merely as troubles, but must be understood in terms of public issuesâ€”and in terms of the
problems of history-making. In other cultures, however, marijuana use is tolerated, but both coffee and alcohol
consumption is frowned upon. One way in which one can think about this, he offered, is to recognize how
what we often experience as "personal troubles", like not having enough money to pay our bills, are actually
"public issues" -- the result of social problems that course through society and affect many, like systemic
economic inequality and structural poverty. In , Ron graduated with his Ph. Indeed, nearly everything we
experience today is an extension of some prior period in life. Second, each of these situations didn't come out
of nowhere. Sociological imagination is the capacity to shift from one perspective to another. These social
forces exist in the form of interpersonal relationships among family and friends, as well as among the people
encountered in academic, religious, political, economic, and other types of social institutions. There are
hundreds, thousands, if not millions of others who are going through the same struggle. Key Terms the
sociological imagination: Coined by C. The unavoidable task of genuine methodological treatment is to
identify and assess these premises". Marriage and Sociological Influence Do you think all our ancestors got
married because they fell madly in love? Mills would probably say, "Is that so? But, is it such a solitary path?
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